Exclusive worldwide
license agreements

ActionSportGames®
ActionSportGames® A/S is a worldwide leader in the business
of replica firearms and accessories manufacturing – including Airsoft
guns, Airguns, CO2 guns and replica firearms. We are specialized in
1:1 scale replica firearms and accessories for fun, action, sports,
entertainment and collection. The assortment consists mainly of
licensed models and exclusive subbrands of ActionSportGames® A/S.
Our goal is to become the preferred supplier in the replica
firearms business through worldwide license agreements, quality
brands and premium service – before, during and after sales.

Exclusive brands
ActionSportGames® A/S has developed a series of independent brands
of replica firearms, components and accessories, which have gained
high awareness and preference in the market. The current portfolio
of exclusive brands include Strike Systems® tactical gear and Pro Optics
sights and scopes, Gold Fire BB’s, Blaster BB’s, Q-Bullet BB’s, Ultrair gas,
Ultrair lubrication, CO2 capsules, Devil AEGs, Discoveryline-, Sportlineand Proline concepts, ULTIMATE® upgrade parts and CO2 4.5 mm series
pistols.

ASG UK headquarters, Nottingham, England (above).
ASG corporate headquarters, Espergaerde, Denmark (large photo).
ASG US headquarters, Moorpark, CA. (below).

Exclusive worldwide
license agreements

Through worldwide exclusive license agreements ActionSportGames®
A/S has been authorized by many original firearms and accessories
manufacturers to replicate their firearms, components and accessories
into outstanding realistic 1/1 scale replicas of the highest quality.
We work dedicated with these brands making them the natural choice
for current and future Airgun and Airsoft Gun users.

We have an in-house Corporate Legal Advisor with expertise in intellectual property law and license matters, who is based in our European
Headquarters in Denmark. Furthermore, in order to protect licensors’
trademarks and designs we cooperate with a network of both international and local attorneys. This network provides an outstanding
knowledge based on many years as counselors within the replica
firearms and accessories business securing licensor the best possible
protection worldwide.

Accuracy International Ltd.
The best Sniper rifle in the world!
Accuracy International was originally formed in 1978. In 2005,
the company was bought out of administration by a small group
of investors, including the two original designers. The newly
formed company started with seven employees and, as of April
2015 has grown to 83 employees, including nine based at a facility
in Fredericksburg, Virginia, U.S.A. Under the leadership of Directors
Tom Irwin and Dave Walls, Accuracy International designs, develops
and manufactures sniper rifles for military and law enforcement
groups as well as civilian competition shooters in over 60 countries.
Considered the world’s premiere rifles, British forces have used AI
rifles since 1985 and, in 2008, the Ministry of Defence re-equipped
all U.K. forces with the company’s L115A3 sniper rifle system.
The original designs incorporated performance enhancing features learned
in Olympic and international target shooting onto a rifle platform exhibiting
full military ruggedness. Accuracy continuously concentrated on tactical
rifles which were primarily intended for use by governments for defense,
peacekeeping and internal security throughout the world.

The current designs faithfully follow the original design
and are driven solely by the needs of users, highly trained
military and police units in over 60 countries world-wide.
In the 1980’s the British sought to replace the Lee-Enfield
sniper variant (L42A1) and at the time the Parker-Hale
M*@ was the biggest competitor for Accuracy PM
(Precision Marksman). After a competition which was
won by the Accuracy PM the British accepted this rifle
and it was then designated as the L96A1 and was released
for action in 1982. Since 1998, Accuracy has continued to
develop and manufacture such firearms as the AX50 rifle
in .50 BMG caliber, AW-series .308, also known as the Type
96 model, AW .338, and AX Series, earning Accuracy International the distinction of offering the most comprehensive
range of tactical rifles in the world.
www.accuracyinternational.com
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A.R.M.S.®, Inc.
Atlantic Research Marketing Systems (A.R.M.S. ®) Inc. was
founded in 1980. A.R.M.S.®, Inc. specializes in advancing the
capabilities of Small Arms/Crew Served Weapons; Weapons
Fire Control; Sighting Systems for small arms weapons in
function, reliability and accuracy.

A.R.M.S.®, Inc. is an industry leader the brings customers quality
products with guaranteed performance they not only expect but
deserve. A.R.M.S.®, Inc. is used by most quality optic manufacturers
for EOTech, Aimpoint, Elcan, Leupold among others.
www.armsmounts.com

A.R.M.S.®, Inc. is the original designer and manufacturer of the dovetail, and in 1995 the A.R.M.S.®, Inc. dovetail dimensions were adopted
as the Mil-Std. 1913 Rail.
A.R.M.S.®, Inc. designs and manufactures via worldwide licensing,
a variety of advanced sight system mounts for day and night vision
equipment including thermal and laser. Knowledge in all types of small
arms weaponry, munitions, and accessories provides A.R.M.S.®, Inc.
clients with a source of fast and reliable problem solving services in
engineering, research and development, and product reliability.
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ArmaLite®, Inc.
ArmaLite® was first established as a division of Fairchild
Engine and Airplane Corporation on October 1, 1954. Few
firearm manufacturers have captured the imagination of
American shooters as thoroughly as ArmaLite®. ArmaLite®
first rose to prominence with a series of innovative rifles that
looked unlike any produced before. Although ArmaLite® itself
was unable to reap the full benefit of their work, the ArmaLite®
design team created innovative designs that still sets the
standard by which new models are evaluated.
Shortly after Fairchild established the ArmaLite® Division, ArmaLite® was
invited to submit a rifle to the U.S. Air Force as a replacement for the thenstandard survival rifle. For the next five years all ArmaLite® activity was
directed to the development of military firearms.

Independent of ArmaLite®, a company named Eagle Arms in Coal Valley
Illinois was formed in 1986. Eagle Arms initially marketed M16 and AR-15
type rifle parts. In 1989 Eagle Arms started producing complete rifles.
In January 1994 Mr. Mark Westrom purchased the company. After the
purchase, he continued producing Eagle Arms EA -15 rifles and began
to shift focus towards high grade target rifles.
For the past 62 years, ArmaLite®’s durability has been based on the
innovation in its firearms. Today that durability continues to serve as a
challenging image to maintain. As official worldwide exclusive licensee
for ArmaLite®, ActionSportGames® A/S is proud to offer an all-inclusive
Discoveryline, Sportline and Proline series of ArmaLite® Airsoft rifle replicas
that are appreciated by end-users of all levels.
www.armalite.com
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Arsenal, JSC
The history of Arsenal dates back to 1878, when the company
was founded in Rousse (Ruse), Bulgaria – as the first factory
meant to serve the newly created Bulgarian army.
In 1924 the factory was moved south to the town of Kazanlak
and the name was changed to “State Military Works”, where the
factory produced cartridges and repaired all military equipment
for the army.

Today, Arsenal JSC still designs, manufactures and trades in small arms
and artillery armaments and ammunition. In the late eighties business
activities expanded to also include engineering innovation activities.
Arsenal JSC’s Engineering Department delivers expertise and know-how
to their partners worlwide who wish to set up weapons and ammunition
manufacture. They oversee local workshop installation, train personnel
and perform on-site quality control.
Arsenal JSC has a structured quality management system made applicable for design and production of armaments, ammunition a d their
components, that is approved and certified by the Bulgarian Ministry of
Defence and meets ISO 9001 requirements.
www.arsenal-bg.com
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Ashbury International Group, Inc.
Ashbury – Technology at its Finest.
Ashbury International Group Inc. is a small, government defense
contractor and small arms manufacturer. Founded in 1995 by
professionals with more than a decade of combined government
security and defense industry experience. Ashbury Precision
Ordnance (APO) Manufacturing is a division of Ashbury International Group Inc. Ashbury leveraged its specialized industry
knowledge to form a company that has a resolute commitment
to provide high-quality engineering, precision small arms manufacturing and combat equipment systems integration for infantry
and SOF warrior communities through its tactical systems
integration business unit.
Ashbury International Group is currently a prime contractor for the
US Marine Corps and the US Army, delivering a variety of electrooptical devices and sniper-support equipment. The ASW338 (Asymmetric
Warrior®) system is a collaborative effort designed to give snipers dramatically increased capabilities, in a package nearly identical in size and
weight to the existing M40A3/M24 rifle series.

Asymmetric Warrior® precision sniper rifle systems are equipped
with an integral muzzle brake and sound suppressor system.
Standard barrel lengths are 20” and 27” and custom lengths are
available. A1 variants use a 5rd detachable box magazine and A2
variants use Ashbury’s 10rd box magazine.
As the worldwide exclusive licensee, ActionSportGames® A/S
offers the ASW338LM as Airsoft replica in both a tan and a black
version. It is a ProLine spring operated sniper rifle that offers the
ultimate sniper experience for Airsoft enthusiasts, as it is designed
and developed from the original 3D drawings provided by Ashbury
International Group Inc. and therefore looks and handles just like
the real thing, making it one of the most advanced Airsoft sniper
rifles available today.
www.ashburyprecisionordnance.com
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Bersa® SA
BERSA® what it is…
the best…
the firearm you can trust.
Bersa® SA is an Argentine arms manufacturer, founded in the mid
1950’s by three mechanical engineers from Italy. Bersa® is located
in the city of Ramos Mejia, Argentina. Bersa® is currently one of
the largest privately owned corporations in Argentina.
Bersa® produces the highest quality, lightweight, semi-automatic handguns available, and that makes Bersa® what it is… the best… the firearm
you can trust. Bersa® produces the very popular Bersa® Thunder 380,
the Bersa® Thunder 9 pistols and the Ultra Compact series of the Thunder
chambered in 9mm, .40 S&W, ACP .45.
In 1994, Bersa® introduced their Thunder line of pistols, which helped
the Bersa name grow in the ranks of the firearm industry. Known for
their ergonomic and quality designs, as well their reliability, strength
and accuracy, the Bersa® Thunder collection of pistols are the firearms
of choice among Argentinian armed forces, Argentinian federal police
and firearm enthusiasts across the globe.
The newest addition to the Bersa® product line is the “BPCC9.”
The BPCC is the first polymer frame handgun, with more advanced
features, specially designed for concealed-carry personal protection.
www.bersa.com
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B&T AG
B&T AG is a Swiss defense supplier specializing in the design and
manufacturing of firearms and tactical components, such as sound
suppressors and rail systems. The company is located in Thun,
Switzerland.
B&T AG was established in 1991 to produce suppressors for the domestic
Swiss market. They specialize in the design and production of firearms,
suppressors and modular accessory mounts for a wide array of small arms.
In 2004, B&T AG started to produce its own line of complete weapons,
beginning with a revised variant of the 9 mm Steyr TMP known as the MP9
submachine gun and a civilian semi-automatic model called the TP9. This
was followed by a 7.62 mm APR308 sniper rifle and a long-range APR338
version chambered in .338 Lapua Magnums.
The new B&T APC carbine is a weapon system that can be expanded and
meets all the requirements of police firearms specialists with regard to
ergonomics, safety and caliber. The calibers are 9 mm, 9 mm FX®, .45 ACP,
.223 Remington and .300 Whisper.
ActionSportGames® A/S is the worldwide exclusive licensee of B&T. We
offer not only the world famous B&T MP9 submachine gun series, but also
the GL-06 grenade launcher, the B&T5 rifle and a wide range of the most
innovative B&T barrel extension tubes.
www.bt-ag.ch
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BSA Guns Ltd.
Dedication to Excellence.
BSA Guns (UK) Limited was founded in 1861 in the Gun Quarter,
Birmingham, England by fourteen gunsmiths of the Birmingham
Small Arms Trade Association (BSA), who, together had supplied
arms to the British government during the Crimean War.
In early 1941, a prototype of a new weapon was put forth by the Royal
Small Arms Factory in England, based on the design of captured German
MP40s. It was named Sten® by using the initials of its designers, Sheffield
and Turpin, plus the first two letters of Enfield, the location of a British
arsenal. The Sten® series was based on the principle of cheap design and
production – both affable factors during wartime production.

The Sten Mk II® remained the King of the Sten® submachine gun series
during the Second World War and a favorite among British troops.
The Sten® was used during the Korean War and stayed in service until
the 1960’s when it was replaced by the Sterling Submachine gun.
Almost 4 million, Sten® guns of different versions (MK I, MK II, MK III
and MK IV) were made between 1941 and 1945. As the licensee for BSA
Guns, Ltd., ActionSportGames® A/S have replicated the most well-known
– the Sten MKII® for Airsoft.
www.bsaguns.co.uk

Over the next five years the company supplied 4 million Sten® guns to
the army. It was not popular with the soldiers because of its habit of
jamming when being used in battle. However, they were cheap to
buy and the British government distributed them to resistance groups
throughout occupied Europe. The Sten MK II® was the most widely
produced version of the Sten® series of submachine guns with over two
million produced in just three years during the war.
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Cobray Company
The Cobray Mac-10 & Mac-11 lives on.
The MAC-10 (Military Armament Corporation Model 10, officially
the M10) is a highly compact, blowback operated machine pistol
developed by Gordon B. Ingram in 1964.
In 1967 Ingram joined forces with Mitchell Livingston WerBell III, a
designer of silencers. The two formed a business alliance with the
WerBell suppressers being mounted on the M-10 pistols as a complete
weapons system that was both compact and quiet. The two spent much
time trying to secure contracts from the US government (which was
embroiled in the Vietnam War).
In the early 1970’s, the rights to the gun/suppresser combination
were purchased by MAC (Military Armament Corporation) and the guns
became known as the MAC-10 and MAC-11.

A number of other variants of the M-10 have since been produced
including the M-11/9 (a compact 9mm version of the M-11) and semi auto
“assault pistol” versions of the gun.
Today, Cobray Company, LLC, is located in Bismarck, North
Dakota where original Cobray replacement parts for the 37mm
Flare Launchers and accessories for all Cobray M11, M10, M12 SWD
M11, M12 RPB M10/45, M10/9, M11/380 MAC M10/45, M10/9, M11/380
Leinad PM11, PM12 and The Ingram Line of Firearms can be obtained.
ActionSportGames® A/S is the exclusive worldwide licensee for Cobray
Company, LLC and Mac series.
www.cobray.com
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Cêská Zbrojovka
Česká Zbrojovka A.S. (CZ)
was founded in 1936 starting
with production of a combined
assortment of military and civilian firearms. The first products
were anti-aircraft machine guns,
military pistols and small bore
rifles. The current line of Česká
Zbrojovka products includes
sporting and hunting firearms as
well as duty weapons for armed
forces and police units. Common
features of all firearms manufactured by Česká Zbrojovka are
their high quality standard, longterm reliability and accuracy.

From 1998 to present, the civilian market in North America has become
the primary customer for CZ-UB products. Česká Zbrojovka and CZ-USA
continue to expand and dominate the small arms market worldwide,
with military, police, defensive, sporting and recreational firearms.
Česká Zbrojovka is today rated as one of the world’s biggest producers
of firearms. More than 80 per cent of its production is exported to over
one hundred countries worldwide. First-rate performance has given
Česká Zbrojovka an excellent reputation, in both domestic and international markets. Due to the popularity of the CZ name and quality of
products ActionSportGames® A/S is proud to be the worldwide Licensee
for the CZ Trademark when it comes to Airsoft and Airgun replication of
CZ products and accessories.
www.czub.com

After the production of two major prototypes in the early 1970s and
test batches in 1975-1976, actual serial production of the CZ 75 began
in 1977. Growing sophistication in the marketing and promotion of its
products, coupled with frustrations with earlier importers, led CZ-UB
management to establish CZ-USA in 1991 as its importer and distributor
in the United States. CZ-USA was originally located in Oakhurst, California, but moved to its current location in Kansas City, Kansas in 1998.
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M A D E

The EVO
3 A1

I N

D E N M A R K

Our partnership with CZ has given us the opportunity
to develop and produce a unique Airsoft gun based
on the CZ Scorpion EVO. Since the launch of the
CZ Scorpion EVO 3A1 it has been well received by
the Airsoft community. Airsoft players and magazines
have tested, used and enjoyed the many quality features the different versions of the CZ Scorpion EVO
Airsoft gun has to offer.

Where the standard in Airsoft is to replicate the
exterior in appearance only, the CZ EVO is built to
be as tough as the real thing. The fiber-reinforced
polymer used in the construction is the same as
the original submachine gun, making it one of the
toughest Airsoft guns around. It is designed to be
built from fewer parts than most Airsoft guns. The
simple construction using high quality components
has resulted in a durable, high performing AEG that
is easy to take apart for service, maintenance and
upgrades.
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Evolution
continues
the CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 Carbines – a natural
evolvement of the well received CZ EVO 3 A1 and
based on the same design principles. The carbines
are completely new players on the Airsoft field and
add new dimensions to the game improving the
already impressive specifications of the succesfull
and popular EVO.
The front of the carbines extends the EVO 23.2 cm
(9.1”) making it a full blown carbine and lifting the
EVO out of the CQB field – with specifications to
match.
A key feature of both carbines, is the newly designed
forend which features M-LOK attachment points on
the bottom and both sides to keep the profile of the
carbine slim. The carbines sport a Picatinny rail that
runs along the top of the carbine – in full length.

CZ Scorpion
EVO 3 BET Carbine

The latest development of the CZ EVO universe is the
addition of a new HPA version – a completely factory
built HPA CZ EVO.
The EVO HPA version is a uniquely built Airsoft gun,
born with the Inferno Gen. 2 HPA unit. Most other
HPA Airsoft guns are either custom builds or conversion builds. Due to the unique HPA optimized Hopup
bucking (designed by ASG) it is not only ready to
shoot straight out of the box – it will also perform
like you would expect from an EVO – perfectly without any tweaking or adjustment.

CZ Scorpion
EVO 3 S1 Carbine
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Award winning in Airsoft
The CZ P-09 DUTY is a full-size tactical pistol with an integrated rail for
mounting light and/or laser. Developed by ASG under license from CZ
and designed from original 3D CAD drawings has given this replica an
authentic look and realistic handling. Its blowback function makes the
metal slide move with every shot fired, creating strong recoil, adding to
the shooting experience.
The CZ P-09 DUTY features a rifled inner barrel allowing the use of
pellets, this improves range and precision. Add to this a 3-dot sight
system that gives the operator a quick and easy target acquisition.
Every pistol comes with its own unique serial number and authentic
CZ markings
The Airsoft version of the P-09 was extremely well received by Airsoft
communities around the world, praised for its durability, reliability and
precision. For two consequtive years, 2016-2017, the CZ P-09 has won
the prestigious Airsoft Players Choice Awards for ‘Best Airsoft Pistol’
(regardless of power source).
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CZ – SP-01
SHADOW
The CZ SP-01 SHADOW is a realistic
Airsoft gun with full metal construction and blow back. Based on the latest
generation of pistols from CZ, designed
from input provided by law enforcement,
military and police communities worldwide, and additional input from the world
premier shooters of Team CZ, the CZ
SP-01 is becoming a very popular gun for
IPSC shooting competitions.
This gun is well balanced and easy
to operate, the ergonomic grip with
checkered rubber grip panels makes
it sit extremely well in the hand.
It disassembles just like the real gun and
features a fiber optic front sight and an
accessory rail. Optional CO2 magazine is

Features:
• Red Fiber optic front sight
• Comfortable rubber grip
• Oversized ambidextrous safety
• Large competition slide release
• Extended magazine release
• Front rail to mount accessories
• Sturdy construction
•	Full size magazine w. extended
base plate

Dan Wesson®
Firearms
The Dan Wesson® heritage.
Each Dan Wesson® Firearms revolver bears the name of Daniel B.
Wesson, who founded Wesson Firearms Co., Inc. in 1968. His goal
was to build the finest revolvers that the shooting world had ever
seen. He accomplished this by creating guns that were innovative,
virtually indestructible and capable of match-grade accuracy right
out of the box.

In 2005 CZ-USA acquired Dan Wesson® Firearms and is now managing
it as a part of the CZ corporate group.
ActionSportGames® is proud to be
the licensee of Dan Wesson®.
http://cz-usa.com

Dan Wesson was a perfectionist, and his philosophy was “You can never
be fully satisfied – you can always make something better.” This kept
Wesson on a course of constant improvement, while providing customers
with the very best revolvers money could buy. The Company continued
to develop its product line from the introduction of the model 12, .357
magnum in 1969 to the large frame 44 magnum series in 1977 to the massive Super-Mag frame series in 1982. In 1996 the Company was acquired
by Robert Serva and in 1998 moved to Norwich, N.Y., to reestablish the
revolver line.
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Detonics
Detonics the Leader and Innovator of the Compact 1911 Design.
Detonics is historically recognized as the innovator of the
compact 1911 as a new design and not a cut down version of
a full-size handgun. The original architecture for the Detonics
Combat Master® began in the 1960’s. Through association with
a number of gun enthusiasts in the early 70’s the development
of the original prototypes for the Combat Master® appeared.
Over the next years, the Combat Master® was developed and
tested and was put in production in 1976. The Combat Master®
quickly became the gun for those who wanted considerable
power in a small, concealable weapon system. In the early 1980’s,
Detonics released both the Service Master® and Score Master®
weapons as full-size additions to their product line.
In 1987 the company was renamed New Detonics and facilities were
moved to Phoenix, Arizona where operations continued until closing
in 1992. New Detonics reappeared in 2004 as Detonics USA under the
guidance of Jerry Ahern and manufacturing was moved to Pendergrass,
Georgia. It was then that the first significant additions to the product line
were made with the Street Master, a full size slide on a Combat Master®
frame and the commemorative, full size 9-11-01.
In November of 2007, ownership changed once again. Now known as
“Detonics Defense” the company was relocated to Millstadt, IL, where
it resides today. 2010 saw the production run of the first fully CNC
machined, completely modular 1911 production pistol. Originally designated the DTX the pistol evolved into the prototype stage as the NEMESIS
model – the final production pistol was renamed as the MTX and then
released publicly as the MTX-H.
www.detonicsdefense.com
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D.S. Arms, Inc.
21st Century FAL Choice of Professionals.
D.S. Arms (DSA) got their start in the FAL (Fusil Automatique
Léger) or light automatic rifle business when founder Dave
Selvaggio started trading FAL rifles at gun shows across America.
With the connections Selvaggio made, he was able to become a
prominent importer of FAL rifles and eventually started manufacturing his own FAL firearms under the DSA name. DSA was
incorporated in February 1992 in the State of Illinois and upgraded
to class 07, 08 and 10 manufacturing and importing FFL’s.
Today, DSA is a leading supplier and manufacturer of FAL type rifles,
known as SA58s. DSA are known for their quality, durability, accuracy
and reliability and are used by military and law enforcement agencies
around the world as well as by civilians for competitive shooting, hunting
and personal protection. While DSA is most known for manufacturing
FAL-type rifles, they also produce a long line of AR-15-type rifles, known
as ZM4s as well as tactical 9mm pistols like the TP-9 Assault pistol and
parts and accessories for shotguns and rifles.
www.dsarms.com
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Eagle Arms
Eagle Arms was formed in Coal Valley, Illinois in 1986 by Karl
Lewis and Jim Glazier. Karl Lewis had manufactured a wide
variety of both commercial and military parts for M-16 rifles,
and Eagle Arms assumed the increasingly distracting retail
business from Lewis’ company, Lewis Machine and Tool (LMT).
Eagle Arms initially marketed M16 and AR-15 type rifle parts.
In 1989 Eagle Arms commenced production of complete rifles,
with LMT serving as the major parts supplier.

In January 1994 ArmaLite® purchased Eagle Arms. After the purchase,
the production of Eagle Arms EA-15 rifles, continued at the helm of
ArmaLite®. Plans were made to add a line of telescopic sights to the
product line. The company’s background in military Service Rifle
competition produced a focus on high grade target rifles even before
the AR-15/M-16 rifles came to dominate American Service Rifle competition in the mid 1990’s.
ActionSportGames® A/S holds the worldwide licensing rights of both
ArmaLite® and Eagle Arms for replica manufacturing.
www.armalite.com
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Franchi S.p.A.
A Leader in modern manufacturing technology, Luigi Franchi S.p.A,
an Italian manufacturer of firearms most notably various shotguns
has a history that dates back to 1868. Franchi has perfected the
art of building quality double-barrel and semi-automatic shotguns.
From its earliest patented designs and operating systems, Franchi embraced the philosophy of providing new products for new needs – a concept that has driven the company from its beginning. More than 75 years
ago Franchi began manufacturing firearms in the historic city of Brescia,
in the heart of Italy. By combining cutting edge modern manufacturing
methods and technology with traditional gun craftsmanship, Franchi has
created unique multi-barrel sets of over-and-under shotguns and an
amazingly simple, but reliable gas operated semi-automatic.
Currently, focus include the incorporation of an Inertia driven system to
drive the latest generation of Franchi semi-automatic shotguns. The results
so far are quality firearms that meet today’s demanding standards without
compromising the original idea and concepts that make Franchi firearms
unique. Popular Franchi products include the military SPAS-12 and SPAS-15
and the sporting-type long-recoil action AL-48. Franchi are a division of
Italian Benelli.
www.franchi.com
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Hera Arms
Hera Arms is a German company, founded in 2006. “H.E.R.A.”
stands for “High-grade European Research for small Arms”
– HERA ARMS. Hera Arms produce a range of weapon accessories
and conversion kits.
Hera Arms is a firearms industry leader in its field of innovative high-grade
weapon accessories and law enforcement equipment. Hera Arms is perhaps best known for the Glock carbine conversion kit, and the buttstock/
grip conversation kit for the HK SL-8. The Colt Pistol Extension (or CPE)
shows that even a 100 year old design like the Colt M1911 can be brought
up-to-date with the latest innovations by Hera Arms. The design specifically gives the user the possibility of transforming a 1911A1 into a fully
functional carbine.

The newest Hera Arms innovation is the TRIARII which is considered the
new world of pistol carbine conversations. This weapon was designed to
meet the needs of today’s military, law enforcement, special agencies and
sport users. Hera has also designed a Franchi Stock-Adapter for the SPAS15 which offers the user an M4 style stock.
Hera Arms has granted ActionSportGames® A/S, the exclusive rights to
manufacture and distribute Airsoft and Airgun replicas for such products
as the CPE, GCC, FSC, CQS the new TRIARII and the latest in Airsoft, the
HARE ARMS CQR AEG.
www.hera-arms.com
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Lewis Machine
& Tool Company
Lewis Machine & Tool Company (LMT) was founded by Karl Lewis
in 1980. LMT started its business by providing law enforcement
and government agencies with high quality weapons, components
and modular weapons systems. Recently, LMT has also expanded
their services to foreign military and commercial retailers. All
of LMT’s engineering and manufacturing is done in-house at the
Milan, IL facility.
LMT manufactures complete weapon systems such as the M4/AR15 and
the M203 grenade launcher. Today, both the US military and the British
Ministry of Defence utilize many of the products that LMT make. LMT
created the Monolithic Rail Platform (MRP). The MRP is a one piece upper receiver for the AR-15/M4/M16 platform and is made from a single
aluminum forging. The LMT MRP has a quad rail system that utilizes the
Mil-Std 1913 rail.

In late 2009, LMT introduced the LM308MWS (L129A1). The L129A1 is
based on the proven Stoner Rifle design with features that include a
one-piece upper receiver and a completely free-floating barrel design
for improved accuracy.
Since the beginning, LMT’s mission has been to meet their customers’
expectations of quality, price and delivery of precision machined parts,
weapons systems assemblies and engineering services.
Lewis Machine & Tool Co. has granted ActionSportGames® A/S, the
exclusive rights to manufacture and distribute ethe Airsoft M203 Grenade
Launcher and other related products using LMT design and/or intellectual
property worldwide.
www.lewismachine.net

LMT is the sole provider of the SOPMOD Buttstock to the US Special Ops
Command, US Army, US Navy, US Air Force, US Marine Corps and other
government agencies.
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MasterPiece Arms®
The MAC is back,
and it’s better than ever before!
Bringing quality engineering and manufacturing to a proven product line
has been the sole focus of MasterPiece Arms®. A simple redesign of the
cocking mechanism has opened up a new world of options for the MAC,
which gives the ability to extend the range by offering sighting options
via a rail system and other options.
The MPA product line allows the once confined MAC to be formed into
a rifle system or tactical weapon which is unlike others in its class. The
MPA Tactical Self Defense Weapon system features such accessories as
scope mount, multi reticle, quick acquisition sight, optional flashlights,
intrafuse handguard with 4 Picatinny Rails, foregrip, and AR 15 style
stock.
www.masterpiecearms.com
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McMillan® Group International
Committed to Excellence in the Firearms Industry
– with Shoot to win approach.
Gale McMillan, founder of McMillan® fiberglass stocks, partnered
with the Marine Corps to develop a pioneering project that is now
known as the M40A1. Today, McMillan® is the most issued tactical
stock in the world.
McMillan® Group International is the corporate parent for a family of
companies committed to excellence in the firearms industry. Since the
beginning in 1973 the McMillan family of companies has grown into one
of the most well-known and respected brands in the firearms industry.

McMillan® rifles offers features that professionals demand – It ergonomically fits the shooter, not just for a few shots at the range, but for hours,
waiting for targets to emerge. The McMillan® provides a heritage of precision accuracy built into every McMillan® tactical rifle has broken long range
world records at competitive events, as well as on the battlefield.
McMillan® offers a series of rifles, including the TAC®-50, the TAC®-308,
the TAC®-300, TAC®-338, M1A, M3A and SPEC TAC®-LR rifles. ActionSportGames® A/S is proud to be the world exclusive licensee for making replicias
and work with a highly regarded industry leader, as is McMillan®.
www.mcmillanusa.com

Through years of experience working with elite tactical forces stationed
around the world, McMillan® has a clear vision of what works and what
doesn’t under the extreme conditions of actual military and law enforcement tactical applications. McMillan® Tactical Rifle represents a best-ofbreed tactical rifle for the professional marksman.
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MILKOR (PTY) Ltd.
There is no Substitute for the Original.
Milkor (Pty) Ltd is a privately owned South
African company, founded with a wish to
develop a support weapons system for the
South African troops in the early 1980’s.
MILKOR is internationally known for its
40mm Multiple Grenade Launchers.
The MGL (Multiple Grenade Launcher) is a
lightweight 40mm semi-automatic, 6-shot grenade launcher. The MGL was the first grenade
launcher demonstrated as a concept product to
the South African Defense Force (SADF) in 1981
and officially accepted into service with the
SADF as the Y2.

The MGL is a multiple-shot weapon, intended to
significantly increase a small squad’s firepower
when compared to traditional single-shot
grenade launchers. The MGL is designed to be
simple, rugged, and reliable. It uses the wellproven revolver principle to achieve a high rate
of accurate fire. A variety of rounds such as HE,
“HEAT”, anti-riot baton, irritant, and pyrotechnic can be loaded and fired as fast as the trigger
can be pulled.
Milkor is a world leader in the design, development and manufacturing of 37/38 and 40mm
weapons systems. Milkor prides itself in having
maintained a best-of-breed status for all the
categories.
www.milkor.co.za
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Sage Control Ordnance, Inc.
Sage Control Ordnance is a spin off of Sage International Ltd.
and was incorporated in 1992 to design, manufacture, and
market Less Lethal Munitions and Launching Systems.
Today Sage Control Ordnance produces multiple variants of less-lethal
ammunition in 37mm smooth bore, 37 SAGE Rifled, 40X46mm NATO,
and 12 gauge. Sage Control Ordnance has introduced a complete line
of their own hand-thrown munitions, available in 60mm single source
and 66mm tri-canister variants.
Sage Control Ordnance crafts a range of modern less-lethal launchers
to complement not only their own ammunition, but others’ as well.
Sage Control Ordnance serves Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies in the United States, as well as a growing number of
foreign agencies.
ActionSportGames® A/S is the worldwide exclusive licensee for
Airsoft and Airgun replicas of all past, present and future firearm
models developed by Sage Control Ordnance.
www.sageinternationalltd.com/SCOI/index.html
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Sage International Ltd.
Sage International, Ltd. was established in 1973 as a trading
company. In 1979, Sage International began manufacturing
products to serve the law enforcement and special operations
military markets. Since then, Sage International continues to
meet the needs of their customers by expanding the range of
defensive and military products.

ActionSportGames® A/S is the worldwide exclusive licensee for
Airsoft and Airgun replicas of all past, present and future firearm
models developed by Sage International.
www.sageinternationalltd.com

In 2000, the US Navy asked Sage International to assist in the development of a telescoping stock for the M14. The result of this request
was that Sage International in 2003 introduced the Sage International
Enhanced Battle Rifle (EBR) rifle chassis.
Today Sage International produces multiple variants of M1A/M14 EBR
Chassis Systems, Shotgun System Enhancement products, Security
products, and other specialized defensive military items.
Sage International has started crafting chassis systems for a
variety of other rifles, including the M1 Garand, Mini-14/30/AC-556/6.8
& M1 Carbine. Sage International serves the US Armed Forces, Federal,
State, and local law enforcement agencies in the United States, as well
as a growing number of foreign agencies/militaries, and continues to
improve and expand their product range to meet the changing demands
of their customers.
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SAKO Ltd.
Sako is one of the world’s most prestigious rifle and cartridge
brands. Their acclaimed reputation, high quality products and
credibility are rooted in their employees’ unique skills and pride
in what they do.
SAKO was founded in the early 1920s. Sako has come a long way from
its early hand manufacture to today’s computer aided R&D and CNC
manufacturing. SAKO hasn’t forgotten the value of traditional gunsmith
craftsmanship, which is why they still carry out certain critical steps
themselves – eg. visual inspection of each individual barrel, followed
by manual tests for accuracy during test shooting. All of SAKO’s rifles
comply with CIP and SAAMI requirements. In addition
to rifles, Sako produces centerfire cartridges.
At the turn of the millennium, Sako became a member of the Beretta
Group, which gave access to new and advanced production methods
enabling them to continuously refine product development.
SAKO’s mission remains to offer their customers the very best in
accuracy and performance.
https://www.sako.fi
ASG & SAKO have partnered up on exclusive products
(SAKO TRG M10 & TRG 22/42.)
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Steyr Mannlicher®
Steyr Mannlicher – innovation since 1864.
With a history of more than 150 years Steyr Mannlicher is one of
the most historic and notable firearm manufacturing companies
in the world.
In 1867, the first breakthrough with the breech loader was adopted by
the Austro-Hungarian Army. In 1885, the company developed the
“Mannlicher System” repeating rifle which was notable for its straight
pull-locking design and in-line 5 round magazine. The Mannlicher®
pistol model 1905, and the Steyr pistol M.1912, became milestones
in auto-loading pistols technology, which was first applied in 1890.

By utilizing innovative design, modern materials, and manufacturing
methods, weapons from Steyr continue to enjoy worldwide fame.
Innovation and tradition in combination with the highest quality
continue to be the strong points of the products from Steyr Mannlicher.
As the worldwide exclusive licensee for Steyr Mannlicher, ActionSportGames® A/S proudly offers a broad variety of Steyr Airsoft replicas,
such as the AUG A1, A2, SSG 69 P2 and the M9-A1 pistol.
www.steyr-mannlicher.com

In the seventies, Steyr opened up new dimensions in the military firearms
development and developed a new assault rifle in a “bull-pup” design,
utilizing extensively synthetic materials, and an integrated fixed optic.
This example of a new and modern generation of assault rifles was
launched in Austria under the name “StG 77”. The export version became
known as the AUG – “Armee Universal Gewehr” (Universal Army Assault
Rifle). Remarkable success was achieved by licensing its production in
Australia and Malaysia, as well as by exports to Ireland, New Zealand,
Tunis, Saudi Arabia, Oman and the USA.
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STI International
STI – Precision made. Performance defined.
In the 1980’s the founder of STI, Virgil Tripp was hand crafting
competition 1911 pistols using basically the same components
and techniques as other gunsmiths of that era. Tripp Research
Inc., now STI International led the firearms industry into the
precision world of “EDM” hammers, sears, and other
components.
Expanding on the success of this line of precision components, STI
revolutionized the firearms industry with their modular “2011” frame.
The patented 2011 frame included a multitude of desirable features
such as a 30 lpi full checked grip assembly, 25 lpi checkered trigger
guard, 35% weight reduction, less felt recoil, higher capacity, and
repeatable dimensions.

From it’s simple beginnings as a 2 man gun shop in Texas to its current
place at the top of the semi-custom market, STI has always sought to
provide the very best products at a reasonable price, and to stay ahead
of the curve in technological innovations. In order to parallel the continued
introduction of new STI products ActionSportGames® A/S as the Licensee
of STI offers a number to different STI 1:1 Airsoft replicas like the M1911
Classic, the Combat Master, the Off Duty, the Lawman, and the newest
in the lineup, the Duty One models in both Airsoft and Airguns.
www.stiguns.com

STI builds complete pistols of such high quality that they have set
the standard by which other I.P.S.C. firearms and fine “carry” guns
are measured.
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U.S. Ordnance, Inc.
Founded and Operated with the pioneering spirit of the
Old West, U.S. Ordnance is forging its own distinct mark on
American history. Since 1997, the Nevada based corporation
has built military small arms, machine guns and replacement
parts, with precision and superb craftmanship. US Ordnance is
now licensed by Saco Defense to be the exclusive manufacturer
and sole distributor for all models of the battle proven M60
series machine gun and spare parts.

U.S. Ordnance specializes in improved versions of the combat-proven
Mk43 and M2, making and testing them according to U.S. military
technical specifications and instructions. Today, U.S. Ordnance is the
sole manufacturer and distributor of the Mk43/M60E4. U.S. Ordnance
sells its NATO-sanctioned weapon systems – the M2HB/QCB, Mk43/
M60E4, M60D Enhanced and M4/M203 – to United States governmental agencies (law enforcement and the military) and federally approved
foreign military forces.

U.S. Ordnance, headquartered in McCarran, Nevada has been manufacturing M60/MK43 products and parts since 1984. U.S. Ordnance
delivers firearms that are extensively tested and battlefield proven.

ActionSportGames® as the licensee is proud to offer the complete series
of the U.S. Ordnance, high quality and full functional M60E4/Mk43
Machine guns for the Airsoft industry.
www.usord.com
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VLTOR Weapon Systems
VLTOR Weapon Systems began as a small operation based in
Idaho in 2001. The company gained popularity in the market with
the release of the original VLTOR Modstock. In 2004, VLTOR was
acquired by a precision sheetmetal and CNC machining company
called Abrams Airborne Manufacturing, Inc. (AAMI). Founded in
1965 in Tucson, Arizona, AAMI provided a highly capable manufacturing facility that led to the rapid expansion of the VLTOR
product line.
In the past decade, VLTOR released a series of innovative
products to the weapons market. Most notably, the company
has produced items such as: the CASV handguard, the Enhanced
Modstock (EMOD), the VIS Polylithic Upper, and the A5 system.
VLTOR is committed to continually growing the product line in
order to provide the end users with the most robust, well performing weapons in the market.
www.vltor.com
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Yankee Hill
Machine Co., Inc.
Yankee Hill Machine Company, Inc. (YHM) was established in
1951 when Wallace Judd & James Graham joined forces to follow
through on a dream of owning & operating their own machining facility. Since then YHM has experienced steady growth with
more than 50 employees, and manufacturing space exceeding
40,000 square feet.
Today YHM employs highly skilled professionals and has more than 65
years of experience as a manufacturing company. They constantly want to
be sure that the YHM buyers get the best products money can buy – each
product is individually inspected and checked before leaving the factory.
YHM take pride in being firearms experts, and a company you can turn to
when you need to get the job done right.
ActionSportGames® A/S is the worldwide exclusive licensee for Airsoft
and Airgun replicas of all past, present and future firearm models developed by YHM.
www.yhm.net
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Zastava Arms
A Leader with Over 150 Years of Experience.
Zastava Arms is a Serbian firearms manufacturer originally
founded in 1853. During a hundred and fifty years of existence,
from Gunfoundry to the present Zastava Arms, Kragujevac
Factory has seen three big wars, distractions, crises and changes
and have alway come through more powerful.
During 1950’s, Zastava produced hand grenades, rifles and the first 156
M.53 light machineguns. Even though the military-industrial section
of Zastava kept the exclusivity relative to the production of small arms
in the country, partially, these capacities were also ready for the free
market approach. In 1954 the plan was to begin producing air rifles and
small caliber rifles. In the late fifties and in the sixties, the first commercial and sports- small-caliber air rifle and small caliber rifles were
promoted followed by single and double barrel (over & under, and side
by side) M.56 hunting rifles.
Today, Zastava has a complete range of hunting-, sports- and selfdefense weapons including special weapons for the Yugoslav Army
and Police. With quality products, Zastava has completely met the needs
of the military and other markets segments worldwide.
ActionSportGames® A/S is proud to be the Licensee for the product and
distribution for Zastava Arms Airsoft replicas and accessories worldwide.
www.zastava-arms.co.rs
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Discover more about us on our homepage – www.actionsportgames.com, and follow Team ASG on social media – Facebook, Instagram & Youtube.
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